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TRAUMA-INFORMED
PRACTICE FOR
HIGH SCHOOL
SUCCESS: LEARNING
COLLABORATIVE
During the 2017-2018 school
year, the Calgary Board of
Education piloted the TraumaInformed Practice for High School
Success: Learning Collaborative.
Representatives from 18 CBE High
Schools committed to attending
eight learning sessions over the
course of the year. Concept-driven
practice with a universal approach
has been at the heart of this work.
Foundational content was focused on throughout the
year, such as:
• Trauma-informed practice (TIP)
• Values of TIP
• Child and adolescent brain development
• Toxic stress
• ACEs
• ARC framework
• Progressive discipline
• Social-emotional learning
Process was also highlighted in the learning sessions:
• Modeling trauma-informed practice
• Collaborative discussion within and between
school-based teams
• Self-awareness
• Case studies
• Internal and external noticing activities
• Resource mapping
Between learning sessions, schools were invited to
engage in action period tasks, designed to bring TIP
concepts back to their schools.

SUCCESSFUL SHIFT
Staff impacts have been tangible. In recent
interviews, participants have remarked on how this
work has shifted their lens in day-to-day interactions
with staff, students and parents by fostering
increased curiosity about the root causes of behavior,
shifting their language and approach to complex
situations, and increasing intentionality in responses.
They have valued the sense of safety that has emerged in
learning sessions, and worked to create this same sense
of safety in their schools. Staff have identified that TIP is
a cornerstone of good teaching practice. It provides an
anchor for their work by creating a common language
and a shared understanding of the science of brain
development and laying the foundation for the beginning
stages of translating this theory into practice.
CONCEPTS AT WORK IN SCHOOLS
Members have brought key concepts back to their
schools in ways that make sense for their learning
environments. TIP principles have been taught directly
through selective and whole school professional
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Trauma-Informed Practice for High School Success:
Learning Collaborative cont.
development sessions. Some of the schools have begun
re-envisioning how they approach safety, staff and
student consultation, student transitions, homeroom
and self-care. Increasingly, they are recognizing
how welcoming, caring, respectful and safe learning
environments improve outcomes in our schools, and how
TIP provides a paradigm that allows us to approach it in
ways that are thoughtful, intentional and compassionate.
CHALLENGES OF TIME
Schools are busy places, and time is a major barrier.
To address this, we have been flexible in our work with
schools and booked meetings around their schedules.
We are developing collaborative online tools to facilitate
cross-school collaboration between learning sessions.
We have also been consistent in our messaging that
“slow is fast”. Schools should engage in intentional
work that meets the needs of their setting. Intentionally
slowing down the process of implementing TIP concepts
in schools has helped shift gears to a more proactive
approach and has allowed time to consolidate the
foundational concepts in a meaningful way.
NEXT STEPS, CONTINUED COLLABORATION
As we prepare for year two of the Learning Collaborative,
we are reflecting on the process, consulting with

stakeholders and always connecting back to the excellent
work that is being done in this field worldwide.
Much of the growth we have experienced this year
has come from a willingness to live in a (sometimes
uncomfortable) place of not knowing. A great deal
of work was done last year to develop a framework
including values to guide our practice this year and much
of the work in the Collaborative has been emergent. We
have been responsive to feedback from participants and
stakeholders. We don’t pretend to have all of the answers
and have benefited greatly from an approach that has
been truly collaborative.
Interested in learning more?
Contact Christine Davies, Director, Learning
cldavies@cbe.ab.ca

EDMONTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS: STUDENT SENATE AND
UPCOMING FRAMEWORK
Edmonton public schools’ student senate held its second Stepping Forward Together mental health conference
on April 30th. Students from across the district from grade 9 and up took part.
The three student trustees - Astrid Krueger, Farzeen Ather and Zachary Flynn, who represent the senate to the
board of trustees throughout the year – all noted the fantastic resources at their schools but are concerned about
the de-stigmatization of mental health and the conversation around it.
The hope was that starting conversations at the conference would give students the confidence to go back to
their peers and have the same conversations. One exercise the students took part in was passing a ball around
with questions such as ‘Who’s your role model?’ or ‘What do you do to relax?’ written on it. They had to answer
the question upon catching the ball.
Krueger, a Grade 12 student at McNally High School, said it’s also important that students are educated on the
difference between mental health and mental illness — mental health is an individual’s everyday mental wellbeing, and mental illness is a clinical diagnosis.
“I know a lot of people who talk about having those things, but don’t really understand what it means,” said
Krueger.
All three students said stress and test anxiety are big, but unique to their generation is the added pressure of their
online image.
“I think less often now we’re able to see who people really are, rather than what they feel everyone else expects
from them,” said Krueger.
NEXT STEPS
The Edmonton school district is putting out a Mental Health Framework in fall 2018 to guide school-based
planning and supports. District staff will have professional learning opportunities around the framework.
Interested in learning more?
Contact Regan Holt, Regan.holt@epsb.ca
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RESOURCES – ALCOHOL/OTHER
DRUGS/CANNABIS
This list of resources and information is provided
by Alberta Health Services to support educators,
and includes videos, lesson plans, and other
materials that can be used in classrooms to support
conversations with students about drugs and alcohol.
If you would like to speak with someone on the Child
and Adolescent Addiction and Mental Health team
about the ways your school or district can support
awareness and understanding for your staff, students,
or families, please contact Cheryl Houtekamer at
Cheryl.Houtekamer@albertahealthservices.ca.
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG MISUSE
AND ABUSE
AHS Website: Addiction and Mental Health
Information and Resources. Includes information on
alcohol and other drugs, as well as resources and tips
for parents, teachers, community, health professionals
and others: https://www.albertahealthservices.ca/
amh/Page14104.aspx
STATISTICS
Government of Canada: Summary of Results:
Canadian Student Tobacco, Alcohol and Drugs
Survey 2014-2015. Previously called the Youth
Smoking Survey (YSS), this is the eighth cycle of data
collection on student tobacco, alcohol, and drug use.
A total sample of 42,094 students in grades 6 to 12
completed the survey, which ran between October
2014 and May 2015 in the ten Canadian provinces.
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/
services/canadian-student-tobacco-alcoholdrugs-survey/2014-2015-summary.html
LESSON PLANS
AHS school-based resources for youth can help
teachers to plan and deliver high-quality lessons
supporting the Alberta curriculum for grades 3
to 12, while at the same time delivering effective
prevention messages to your students: https://www.
albertahealthservices.ca/amh/Page2677.aspx
BRAIN DEVELOPMENT
Adolescent Brain Development and Drug Abuse. Dr.
Ken Winters. https://langley.bigbrothersbigsisters.
ca/wp-content/uploads/sites/145/2017/11/
Adolescent_Brain_Bochure.pdf
CANNABIS
Alberta Cannabis Framework at a Glance. The
Alberta Cannabis Framework outlines what Albertans
can expect when cannabis becomes legal in our
province in the summer of 2018. https://www.
alberta.ca/cannabis-framework.aspx
Canadian Centre on Substance Use and Addiction

(CCSA): The CCSA works with its partners to
address issues related to substance use and
addiction that affect the health and safety of
Canadians. They provide the following publications:
• A Guide to Facilitate Discussions about Youth
Cannabis Use in Your Community. http://www.
ccdus.ca/Eng/topics/Marijuana/DiscussingYouth-Cannabis-Use-in-Your-Community/
Pages/default.aspx
• Youth and Cannabis – With a link to Canadian
Youth Perceptions on Cannabis (2017).
http://www.ccdus.ca/Eng/topics/Marijuana/
Marijuana-and-Youth/Pages/default.aspx
• The Effects of Cannabis Use during Adolescence
(2015). http://www.ccdus.ca/Resource%20
Library/CCSA-Effects-of-Cannabis-Useduring-Adolescence-Report-2015-en.pdf
Canada’s Lower-Risk Cannabis Use Guidelines
(LRCUG). Based on what we currently know,
following these guidelines reduces health risks
related to cannabis use. http://www.camh.
ca/en/research/news_and_publications/
reports_and_books/Documents/LRCUG.
KT.PublicBrochure.15June2017.pdf
Cannabis Talk Kit. Know How to Talk with Your Teen.
Free printed copies of Drug Free Kids Canada’s
Cannabis Talk Kit are available directly through
Health Canada Publications. See the electronic copy
here: https://www.drugfreekidscanada.org/ordercannabis-talk-kit/
CANNABIS VIDEOS
For people who would like to broaden their
understanding, the following videos provide
information and ideas about cannabis, including
legalization and cannabis use in our communities.
Alberta Legalization Framework: Alberta’s approach
to cannabis legalization (2 min. 20 sec.) Learn
more about Alberta’s approach to managing legal
recreational cannabis in Alberta. https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=DD-X7wZEm3E
Legalizing Cannabis – Clearing the Smoke (Dr. Elaine
Hyshka- U of A. 1 hour 4 min.)
https://connect.srv.ualberta.ca/
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PEMBINA HILLS PUBLIC SCHOOLS: BARRHEAD COMPOSITE HIGH
SCHOOL WELLNESS DAY
Pembina Hills Public Schools welcomed Andrew
Baxter to our division to train us as trainers in the
Mental Health Literacy Project in the fall.

STUDENT FEEDBACK

Following Andrew’s session, across the division
we held a 90-minute presentation focused on the
language we use relative to mental distress, mental
health problems and mental illnesses or disorders as
well as activities to address stigma for our trustees,
administrators, teachers and support staff.

“

The division-wide session prompted teachers at
one of our high schools to advocate for a ‘Wellness
Day’ presented as a mini-conference to their grade
12 students preparing to leave high school. A half
day was set aside for students to attend a keynote
discussion on self-care, followed by a common
session on mental health using resources from
the Mental Health Literacy Project led by their
teachers. Lastly, breakout sessions were offered
where students could select to learn more about
nutrition, fitness, local resources or the impact of
technology on brain development. Wellness breaks
were also provided between each session providing
students with the opportunity to have a healthy
snack or a treat and spend time speaking with one
another or the presenters that were on hand.

It reminded me to slow down, life isn’t
something I need to rush through.

IMPACT
Our staff was so pleased to be able to provide
this information to the grade 12 students prior to
their graduation and to have one last opportunity
to encourage them to ask for help or resources to
prepare for the transition ahead.

SPARKS
The Wellness Day sparked great conversations
among students as well as their teachers about the
importance of these discussions. Further, students
suggested that this information be provided in
younger grades, igniting staff discussion about
possibly offering this opportunity at other transition
years,

Yes. It should be done again and it should
include all grades because most people
begin to experience high levels of stress
in jr. high and they need to learn how to
manage it and deal with it correctly then
before they build bad habits or deal with
it in an unhealthy way. Also if we start
this with younger grades, it will make
mental illnesses seem like less of a joke,
because many people just tell you to get
over it or say it’s not a real illness which
isn’t true. But because of that, it’s often
something that isn’t taken seriously and
if we make it a common thing to talk
about, it won’t be a joke.

CHALLENGES
The primary challenge was student “buy-in” and
attendance for the event. There was great concern
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The students expressed sincere gratitude for
“adult-style” learning and the freedom to choose
sessions that were relevant to them their own
personal needs. They also expressed the desire
to have more opportunities like this with more
information to prepare them for the transition
ahead, and for this information to be provided
earlier in their education.
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that students would just skip and not show up for the mini-conference. We got to a point where we
decided that we could not keep from putting on the event for fear of the students who might not attend.
We think that educating the parents on the value of the event and the importance of these topics will be
important in the future. Happily, student turnout was fabulous!
NEXT STEPS
The staff at Barrhead Composite High School is looking at implementing the modules from the Mental
Health Literacy Project in during flex time that they have built into their schedule. This would provide
students grade 7-12 with information each year about different components of mental health, distress,
disorders and wellness. In addition, the planning committee is looking at repeating the event and
considering other transitions where this may be helpful, such as entry into junior high and high school.
FEEDBACK
The positive conversations with students that resulted were invaluable. Further, this was a great reminder
that there always has to be a starting place. There were bound to be hiccups the first time, and we
learned from them to present an even better event next year. Worrying about student buy-in will exist as
long as we as adults avoid the conversations - it is all about starting somewhere.
In addition, the student voice was resoundingly positive - they want to have these conversations and they
need this information. We were shocked by their supportive feedback and how grateful they were.

“

Interested in learning more?
Contact Colleen Teske, 780.691.5557, colleen.teske@phrd.ab.ca
Lauren Chow, Alberta Health Services - Mental Health Promotion Facilitator
lauren.chow@albertahealthservices.ca
Kim Dechaine - healwithkimd@gmail.com

STUDENT FEEDBACK
I definitely think this should be incorporated to the school curriculum,
this should be taught sooner in lower grades so they can get a better
understanding of their self before what they are going through gets worse,
I think of my younger brothers and how they live through the mental
problems with me and I want them to understand mentally what’s going
on with them so it doesn’t get worse. It sucks being a young teenager
and walking through the dark on what is going on with your head and not
knowing what is wrong with you when you physically feel fine.

“
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